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Users are able to draw freehand or import 2D or 3D objects from other applications and save them in the native CAD format. The goal of the product is to simplify the design process by using digital tools, eliminating the need for drafting tape and paper and other traditional materials. AutoCAD is a drawing application, capable of generating and editing technical drawing files of all types, including 2D
drawings and 3D construction drawings. Besides 2D, 3D models can be produced using 3D modeling and engineering tools. Within the app, there are several different ways to create drawing or geometric representations, and each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. AutoCAD also provides some basic 3D printing support. There are two editions of AutoCAD: AutoCAD LT and AutoCAD
Design Suite. The former is a free product intended for students and hobbyists, while the latter is the most expensive option, a $599 per-seat license. AutoCAD LT provides basic drawing tools for 2D drafting while the more advanced AutoCAD Design Suite includes modeling and engineering tools and produces 3D drawings and models. AutoCAD LT is only available on personal computers, while
AutoCAD Design Suite can be used on any Windows compatible computer, including tablet and mobile. Autodesk provides an OEM version for use with certain preconfigured hardware designed for specific industries and organizations, but it is only available for the Design Suite version of AutoCAD. Contents AutoCAD LT is the most basic CAD tool in AutoCAD. It was designed for the creation of simple
technical drawings, mostly for professional use. It is not intended for more complex drafting, but it is the most widely used CAD application, with more than 100 million licenses sold by the end of 2017. It is free to try out, and there is a student version available, offering a 60-day trial. AutoCAD LT features a minimalist interface that is optimized for fast drawing speed, but it is not an ideal tool for
advanced CAD applications. This is mainly due to the lack of advanced features and a restricted drawing area. The fact that it does not support advanced 3D features and tools is also something that can be a disadvantage. AutoCAD LT does not have 2D or 3D modeling tools, or advanced 3D capabilities such as boolean operations or reverse-engineering, so it is only useful to create simple technical drawings.
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Morphology Geometry processing Basic topology Vector tools Export and import X'Dsg DXF DWG SVG IPF SAP GeoPDF Print Format Visualization The Visual LISP module provides a standard programming interface for development of custom-built visualization components. The LISP programming language is largely abstracted from the application, with the exception of an object-oriented binding
layer. It is similar to but more powerful than the user interface of Visual LISP, which was based on WinLISP. The visual programming language can be used to define custom geometry. User Interface Wizards There are several AutoCAD Crack Keygen wizards available in AutoCAD 2008 and later. Tasks Raster and vector-based rendering Ink And Paint Paper Space Layers Scenes Viewing Options Format
support Linkage Linkage is the ability to design two drawings, one vertically, the other horizontally, without having to use the pull-down menu. In AutoCAD 2012, Linkage can only be used in a 2D context: Linking two 2D drawings that were created in 2D mode will produce a 3D scene (3D link in older software). Linking two 2D drawings created in 3D mode will create a 2D scene. Linking two 3D
drawings will fail (link object mode). Linear Extrude and Revolve Geometric Modeling Shearing Twisting Keying Deformation Move Tool Path tools Cursors AutoCAD supports drawing multiple cursors simultaneously. Cursors can be animated, which will play back from the cursor being selected, through de-selection to being deleted, and even to a new selection. This functionality is available in both DXF
and 3D files. Spatial Interpolation NURBS surface modeling Furibond Magicsurface Shape Filters Hatches Markers Approximate Animation Materials Properties Repetitions Master properties Filter properties Advanced tools Split Mask Pan and Zoom Scale and Rotate Convert 3D Grouping Rotation a1d647c40b
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What's New In?
Storyboard: Create beautiful animations by using pre-defined movie clips, shape layers, or arbitrary marker points in 2D or 3D. The marker-based storyboard editor of AutoCAD is a great way to get started. (video: 10:35 min.) New Shell: The new grid feature in AutoCAD® 2020 R1 enables simultaneous sizing, snapping, and modifying of different drawing units with the help of a new shell. (video: 3:32
min.) Style Sheets: Create and apply style sheets to shape layers or attributes. You can now apply style sheets to multiple shapes or layers at once, and control the style sheet using selection and setting commands. (video: 3:29 min.) Fillet and Shade Boundary: Quickly define the fillet and shade boundaries of profiles, surfaces, or solids in AutoCAD. (video: 1:35 min.) ARCANAS: Automatic arc drawing
(ARCANAS) takes a major step forward with the new ability to modify and draw lines for arcs of arbitrary angles. Now you can use adjustable line length and radius settings to draw curved surfaces without the need for lines. (video: 2:30 min.) Windows: New, faster and more robust views of your drawing data. You can now easily switch between 2D and 3D views and easily position and zoom into any view
that you’re using. (video: 1:56 min.) Equation: Create, manage and edit equations in a new equation editor. Equations can include user variables, formula units, functions and associated blocks. (video: 1:56 min.) Plane: Create and manipulate planes in your drawing, easily select and move the plane, and get great visual feedback with a new plane tool. Create shapes with the Plane tool and quickly move them
around the screen. (video: 2:05 min.) Drape: You can now drag a shape and control its movement around the drawing with easy-to-use drag-and-drop. When you drag a shape, the position, rotation, and scale of the object are displayed onscreen, so you can easily see how it will affect the drawing. (video: 1:40 min.) Fit: Create and manipulate fit objects. You can quickly create
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit edition) / 8.1 (64-bit edition) / 7 (64-bit edition) / Vista (64-bit edition) / Windows 8 (64-bit edition) / Windows 7 (64-bit edition) / Windows Server 2008 (64-bit edition) / Windows Server 2012 (64-bit edition) / Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit edition) Processor: Intel Pentium 4, Core 2 Duo, Core i3, Core i5 or Core i7 Memory
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